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recently published articles deal with a long-debated West Semitic epigraphical
problem, the interpretation of the tet-signwhich occurs in jar inscriptions and stamps

Three

from the Persian and Hellenistic periods.
N. Avigad, discussing a new variant of the paleo-Hebrew
stamps found in his
excavations in the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem, states that the sign on these stamps
is a Hebrew tet, just as in the Phoenician texts the tet is Phoenician and inAramaic

legends there is an Aramaic tet.1He sees this as decisive proof that the letter tetwas
indeed intended, and believes that it is a royal mark and official emblem. Though its

exact meaning

is obscure, he feels with Cross that the issue will be decided by further
information on the early kingdoms of Phoenicia.2
P. Colella suggests the interpretation of the tet as an abbreviation of the word

tPy'n? which occurs on an Aramaic ostracon from Tell
according to Albright, is 'closed, sealed'.4
B. Delavault

and A.

Lemaire

believe

itsmeaning,

el-Kheleifeh;

that the tet should be understood

as an

abbreviation of the word

tb, 'good', meaning 'wine of good quality'.5
Our opinion is also that the sign stands for a royal emblem. Although it iswritten
like a tet, it is not an abbreviation of tpfn or tb or any other Semitic word beginning

with tet.Moreover, we believe that the solution of its interpretation is to be found not
in the Phoenician but in the Egyptian usage of the sign.
The earliest occurrence of the tet symbol is in the fifth-centuryB.C. Elephantine

jar inscriptions,6 where the vast majority consists of the Phoenician legend lmlk-p but
there is also one Aramaic text [lm]lk'-t.%Lidzbarski counted 35-37 Egyptian divine
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elements, as against 12 Phoenician ones, in the names on the Elephantine jar inscrip
tions. His conclusion '?gyptische G?tter werden bei den Ph?niziern auch ausserhalb
?gyptens gefunden, aber ein solches Verh?ltnis ist nur in ?gypten denkbar'9 seems
quite convincing. This means that the jars were inscribed in Egypt, and thus itwould
be reasonable to look for the origin of the tet-symbol in the Egyptian cultural
environment.

If the /^/-symbol is a royal mark, why should it follow the word Imlk, which also
means
'(belonging) to the king, royal'? This kind of repetition is unfamiliar in the
Semitic alphabetic writing, but it is the normal system of the Egyptian script, where
inmost words phonograms are followed by ideograms (determinatives).10 The main
question, however, is how the tet came to determine 'royal'.
We must first touch briefly on the development of the letter tet in the Phoenician,

and Aramaic scripts (see Fig. 1). The original West Semitic tet, as it appears
in the early firstmillennium B.C., is a circle; within it are two bars crossing each other.
This develops in the three scribal traditions as follows:
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of the letter tet in the Phoenician,
of the development
Hebrew
and Aramaic
scripts.

script the circle is high and elongated; then its top opens and the
inner cross becomes small. This is simplified in the sixth-century B.C. cursive, so that
instead of the cross an inward hook from the left top of the open circle is drawn;
In the Phoenician

on the Elephantine jars (fifth-centurycursive) the right vertical is drawn separately.11
In the Hebrew script the tet is round and generally preserves both bars, though
tet consists of two crescents
sometimes there is only one;12 the cursive Hebrew
enclosing an x.13
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script the tetvery soon drops one of the bars; the remaining bar is
then drawn, without lifting the pen, from the top right-hand side of the open circle
down to the left.14
Turning to the Elephantine jar inscriptions (PI. 3), it can clearly be seen that the
In theAramaic

sign following the Phoenician
legend Imlk has a different form from the tet in the
tet as it
Phoenician texts; for example in No. 57 the symbol is not a Phoenician
occurs in the name pfsy on the same jar, or on jars Nos. 48-49. According to Cross,
'the legend Imlk in cursive script [is] followed by a formal tet\15However, inNo. 57
the symbol does not resemble the Phoenician

formal tet,but rather theHebrew cursive
tet.Moreover, inNo. 64 ithas a peculiar
one, and inNo.
form (see PI. 3 and Fig. 2): at the top there is a small circle which is drawn, without
lifting the pen, together with the symbol below it.
59 it is drawn as an Aramaic
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lead us to the assumption that on the Elephantine jars the
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in the Egyptian writing.
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itmeans

'regnal year' {Regierungsjahr), whereas

, is rnpt?

*?T" ,18without the

'year'.

In demotic writing (Fig. 3)19 some examples of the group
still close to the
gfare
hieroglyphic source. In Fig. 3:1-3 the first sign (in Fig. 3:2 two signs) stands for the
,while the sign ^
opens on its right side, then turns into a
hieroglyphic \
(?0

horizontal bar and finally becomes a dot. Fig. 3:4-6 are more cursive: the
turn into a ligature.
its principal form, but the signs
g

a

a

6

5
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Fig.
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(Fig. 4)20 display the same characteristics.21 The forms
belong to the same category as the demotic ones in Fig.
shown in Fig. 4:4-10 the t is ligatured with the sp sign, but

The

hieratic examples
reproduced in Fig. 4:1-3

In the examples
sometimes the only reminder of the / is the relatively long vertical line; thus they are
parallel to the demotic ligatured forms 3:4-6.
3:1-3.

The strong link between the symbols which follow the Imlk legends on the Elephan
tine jars and the sp signs in the hieratic and demotic documents is quite obvious. We
found only one sp signwith an inner cross (Fig. 4:1, hieratic), whereas on the Elephan
tine jars there are more symbols with crosses than with single bars. However,
it is

well known that in cursive scripts a cross tends to turn into a single bar. Assuming
that the /^-symbol developed from the sp sign, itmay be suggested that the prototype
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Fig. 4. Examples of the group
g*|of the latterwas more formal than most of the demotic (and hieratic) examples that
striking corroboration for the theory that the /e?-symbol
evolved from the demotic sp appears on Elephantine jar No. 64 (PI. 3 and Fig. 2),

we could find. The most

the Phoenician writer copied the Egyptian ligature t-sp in a very similar way
to the hieratic examples shown in Fig. 4:9-10.
It seems likely that traders of Phoenician and other foreign origin in Egypt, who
wrote in Phoenician and Aramaic, might have known to a certain extent how to

where

read and understand simple deeds written in demotic. Therefore, itwould be reason
to assume that such traders could easily arrive at the conclusion that if
means 'year' and
stands for 'regnal year', the circular sign
alone should be
able

'regnal, royal'. They therefore added it to the legend Imlk or Imlk' in imitation of the

Egyptian usage.
We have attempted to demonstrate

that the symbol on the Elephantine jars still
was
demotic
the
which
understood
sp,
represents
by the Phoenicians as a determinative
of
The
this
symbol could have taken place in the early
adoption
meaning 'royal'.
Persian period, when many Phoenicians, Jews and other Semites settled in Egypt
and were influenced by the Egyptian cultural values, including theirwriting. However,
towards the end of the Persian period, when the symbol was accepted outside Egypt
and its original meaning forgotten, it was understood as let, and the symbol was

written like a teton the Judean stamps in the laterPersian and Hellenistic periods.
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